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SPECTROSCOPIC DETECTION OFA SPECTACULAR FLARE ON DX Cn
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We announe the serendipitous spetrosopi detetion of a spetaular are event onDX Cn. To our knowledge, this is the �rst spetrosopially deteted strong are onthis star. DX Cn, lassi�ed as a UV Ceti star (Samus et al., 2004), is one of the mostnearby stars (GJ1111, LHS248) at a distane of 3.6 p. Beause of its proximity andlate spetral type (M6.5) it has been used as a spetrosopi omparison star in variousstudies (e.g., Basri & Mary, 1995; Teegarden et al., 2003; Caballero et al., 2006). Ina similar sense we used DX Cn for the lassi�ation of late-type stars in a systematisearh for so far unidenti�ed andidates for members of the immediate solar neighbour-hood (Sholz & Meusinger, 2002; Sholz et al., 2005). In this ontext DX Cn has beenrepeatedly observed with the low-resolution long-slit Nasmyth spetrograph NASPECat the Tautenburg 2-m telesope and with the faint-objet spetrograph CAFOS at the2.2-m telesope on Calar Alto, Spain. The grisms V200 (Tautenburg) and B400 (CalarAlto) were used resulting in nominal resolutions (FWHM) of about 12 �A (Tautenburg)and 30 �A (Calar Alto), respetively. The orresponding wavelength overage is 4500 to9000 �A (Tautenburg) and 3500 to 8000 �A (Calar Alto).Table 1. Table of observations and measured H� equivalent widthsyear{month{day J.D. (start) instrument texp [s℄ EW(H�) [�A℄2006{09{24 2454002.6479 NASPEC V200 300 3:2� 0:22006{09{24 2454002.6443 NASPEC V200 60 2:7� 0:32006{09{23 2454001.6556 NASPEC V200 180 86:9� 9:92006{09{23 2454001.6529 NASPEC V200 180 82:2� 9:92006{09{22 2454000.6553 NASPEC V200 180 4:2� 1:02006{09{22 2454000.6540 NASPEC V200 60 4:0� 0:62003{03{03 2452702.3248 CAFOS B400 60 -2002{03{18 2452352.3622 CAFOS B400 120 -1999{03{24 2451293.3266 CAFOS B400 120 -
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Figure 1. Series of 9 low-resolution spetra of DX Cn at di�erent epohs normalized at 7500 �A. TheBalmer lines in the two are spetra were trunated for luidity
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Figure 2. Average (a) and di�erene (b) of the two normalized are spetra (relative ux) of DX Cnfrom 2006 Sep 23 in the wavelength range of the Balmer lines. The sales of the two panels are di�erent
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The are was deteted on two spetra taken at the end of the night of 2006 September22/23. Atually, the target of these observation was the star USNO-B1.0 1167-0167382at a distane of about 10 arse from DX Cn. Although the spetrograph slit wasnot positioned on DX Cn, the stray light from DX Cn passing through the long-slitwas bright enough to enable the extration of useful spetra, however with poor S/Nbelow � 5000 �A. The time-lag between the end of the �rst exposure and the beginningof the seond exposure was 50 s, hene the two spetra over a time interval of 430 s.Unfortunately, no other spetra ould be taken in the same night beause of the break ofdawn. The series of all available spetra is shown in Fig. 1. All other spetra of DX Cn donot show substantial are ativity. The star was obviously in its quiesene stage on thespetra observed in the night before the are as well as on the spetra from the night afterthe are. The two are spetra do not signi�antly di�er. This is most likely explainedby the assumption that the duration of the are was longer than the time interval overedby the observations. It appears hene useful to ompute an average are spetrum withredued S/N from the two single spetra. Both the di�erene spetrum and the averagespetrum are shown in Fig. 2. In addition to very strong Balmer lines, HeI emission linesat �� 5876, 6678 and metal lines (Na, Mg) are learly identi�ed; the identi�ation of thelines HeI � 4471 and HeII � 5412 is not safe.Weak H� emission is seen in all other Tautenburg spetra. The higher Balmer lines,the He lines, and the metal lines, on the other hand, are usually not seen in emission. ForH� we measure an equivalent width of EW(H�) = 3 : : : 4 �A in the quiesene stage aroundthe epoh of the are, in good agreement with the data found in the literature (Liebert,1976; Mart��n et al., 1996; Mohanty & Basri, 2003; Fuhrmeister et al., 2005). With theirlower resolution, the Calar Alto spetra do not allow to measure H� in quiesene. Fromthe average are spetrum we derive EW(H�) = 95 � 10 �A. To measure the equivalentwidth of H�, the ontinuum was estimated by �tting a mean spetrum from the quiesenestage whih yields EW(H�) = 580� 10 �A. For the higher Balmer lines it is not possibleto estimate the ontinuum from our spetra.Finally, it is worth mentioning that both are spetra seem to indiate an enhaned blueontinuum. Suh a behaviour has been found for other late-type stars by e.g., Liebertet al. (1999) and Sholz et al. (2004). However, the quality of our are spetra is notsuÆient for a lear-ut statement on the ontinuum variation during the are of DXCn.
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